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Abstract
Today, ubiquitous mobile devices have not only arrived but entered the safety critical domain. There, systems are about to be controlled where human health or even human life is put at risk. For example, in automation systems first ideas surface to control parts of the system via a COTS smartphone. Another example is the idea to control the autonomous parking function of a car via a COTS smartphone too. As beneficial and convenient these ideas are on the first thought, on the second thought, dangers of these approaches become obvious. Especially in case of failures the system’s safety has to be maintained. The open question is how to achieve this mandatory requirement with COTS components, e.g. smartphones that are not developed following the development process necessary for safetycritical systems.

This paper presents a concept to reliably detect human interaction while activating safety critical functions via COTS mobile devices. Thus a means is provided to detect erroneous activation requests for the safetycritical function.
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1. Introduction
The basic idea when combining safetycritical systems with COTS systems is to make use of the advantages of the COTS domain. These are mainly reduced cost and standardization, which is expected to contribute in a great way to reduce the problem of complexity e.g. in the automotive domain [1,2].

The major problem using COTS devices for safetycritical systems origins from the fundamentally different approach these systems are designed and developed. Mobile COTS systems being designed for the mass market are easy to adapt and change – safetycritical systems are typically designed for one specific application with exactly specified safetyfunctions (functions that achieve or maintain the equipment under control in a safe state). Therefore, safetycritical systems are typically closed systems, whereas mobile COTS systems are typically open systems where changes and adaptions can easily be carried out.

To open safetycritical systems leads to problems, prominent examples are in the security area. Security issues and especially security violations that might lead to dangerous behavior of a safetycritical system are being published more and more [3,4,5].

This paper presents a concept to reliably detect human interaction while activating safetycritical functions via COTS mobile devices. Thus a means is provided to detect erroneous activation requests for the safetycritical function.

Dependable control and data transmission is the foundation in today’s safety critical systems. End-to-End protection is one state of the art measure [6] to ensure the required safety for a given application. This is usually done by means of a special protocol implemented on all communication parties involved. However, this approach requires correct and controlled access on all communication endpoints. For that purpose these endpoints are often specially developed dedicated controllers.

As stated above, there is a trend to benefit from COTS mobile devices also in safety related systems. One example from the automotive domain is the autonomous parking function. This function parks the car autonomously with the driver outside of the car merely as a supervisor to start and stop the procedure. If this function was activated and deactivated via a COTS smartphone this phone became part of the safety critical system. To implement this functionality in an open system like a smartphone - following the mandatory safety standards is currently being worked on, e.g. Bosch proposes a solution as follows “You’ll simply get out of the car in front of the parking spot, open the Bosch app on your cell phone, and press and hold a button to start the parking maneuver. The vehicle will then drive itself into – and back out of – the spot without anyone at the wheel. To abort the parking maneuver, you simply take your finger off the button.” [7].

Other functions from the automotive domain are e.g. [8-13]. Also in the automation and control domain ideas surface and first solutions are proposed [14].

In Figure 1 the initial scenario is depicted. An end-to-end protocol (triangle) is implemented on the mobile device and the safety critical system.
2. Critical Scenario

The critical scenario arises in case of an unwanted activation of the safetycritical function (e.g. because of a software fault). It is assumed that this function’s safe state is the “not activated” state. As a consequence of this unwanted activation, danger for health and/or life manifests. Since the cause of the unwanted activation is assumed to be above the end-to-end protocol protection this type of failure cannot be controlled by this mechanism in the traditional way. Figure 2 shows the described situation where the failure gets through the end-to-end protection. It becomes apparent that end-to-end protection has to be extended to the front end, i.e. the system’s user.

3. Concept

The proposed concept is consequently placed on the system’s top layer thus extending the end-to-end protection to the user. In order to keep the safetycritical function activated the user’s activation request is checked dynamically for plausibility by ensuring the continued human interaction with the device. For this purpose the user has to follow predefined screenpatterns while the safetycritical function is being carried out. These patterns are generated by the safetycritical system or offline calculated and stored within the safetycritical system. The user’s movements are transmitted to the safetycritical system, which accepts or rejects these. Since the system’s safe state is “not activated”, it is therefore easy to maintain the safety as soon as the user’s movements are outside a window of tolerance.

The suggested concept extends the concept of a dead man’s switch or a watchdog timer with a further dynamic aspect. It is not sufficient to periodically activate the function via a pushbutton. The dynamic activation has to prove with sufficient probability for the mobile device that there is a human being behind it.

By having the user to follow predefined patterns originating from the safetycritical system it can be ensured that

- the user’s activation request and it’s continuation is a conscious one
- the unwanted activation (e.g. because of a software fault) can be prevented, provided that the system’s reaction time is sufficient

In Figure 3 the proposed solution is given.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a concept to reliably detect human interaction while activating safetycritical functions via COTS mobile devices. The gap between the COTS domain and the domain of safety critical systems is closed by extending the classical end-to-end approach to the system’s user.

Future work will concentrate on other biometric information that could be used in order to reliably detect a human being. Experiments will demonstrate how easy such biometric information can be obtained in today’s most common mobile operating systems i.e. Android and IOS. For example the fingerprint sensor API of both operating systems unfortunately does not provide information on finger movement or micro movement yet. Such information could be already enough to reliably detect a human being without the need for further pattern generations. However, metrics have to be developed to quantify the value of reliable detection in order to decide on the method for the respective application under development.
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